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Advantages of our method

- Good performance on homogeneous citations.
- Reasonable performance on heterogeneous citations.
- Extractor can be implemented in a few pages of code.
Improving HMM performance

- Reduce the size of the alphabet by mapping words to a smaller set of symbols.
- Use two states for each label: first & rest.
- Use ‘separator states’, one for each possible transition between labels.
Hidden Markov models
Alphabet of symbols: words?
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Alphabet of symbols: keywords

AND APPEAR COMMUNICATIONS
CONFERENCE DE DISSERTATION
EDITOR IN INC JOURNAL
NOTICES NUMBER PAGES
PHD PRESS PROCEEDINGS
REPORT SUBMITTED TECHNICAL
THEESIS TRANSACTIONS
UNIVERSITY VAN VOLUME
Alphabet of symbols: punctuation

pPERIOD pCOMMA pLEFTPAREN
pRIGHTPAREN pLEFTBRACKET
pRIGHTBRACKET pHYPEN pCOLON
pSEMICOLON pQUESTIONMARK
pMISC pAPOSTROPHE
pDOUBLEQUOTE pSINGLEQUOTE
Alphabet of symbols: word classes

\texttt{wMONTH} \quad \texttt{wSEASON}
Alphabet of symbols: features

fINITIAL    fTC    fUPPER    fLOWER
fNUMERAL4    fNUMERAL    fMIXED
Tokens → symbols

1 $^[aA][nN][dD]$ → wAND
2 $^[Jj]an(uary)$ → cMONTH
3 \. $→ pPERIOD
4 , $ → pCOMMA
5 $^[A-Z]$ → fINITIAL
6 $^[A-Z][A-Z]+$ → fUPPER
...
Tokens → symbols

Tokens $\rightarrow$ symbols

Tokens $\rightarrow$ symbols

Tokens → symbols

fTC pCOMMA fTC fINITIAL pPERIOD pCOMMA

wAND fTC fTC pPERIOD wTHE fTC wTC pPERIOD

fMIXED wEDITION pPERIOD fTC pCOMMA

fTC pPERIOD pCOLON wTHE fUPPER fTC pCOMMA

fNUMERAL4 pPERIOD
Label states

Label states
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![Diagram with nodes a:f, a:r, and a label fINITIAL]
Label states

Separator states


\[
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node (a) at (0,0) [circle,draw] {a:f};
  \node (b) at (1,0) [circle,draw] {a:r};
  \node (c) at (2,0) [circle,draw] {a|a};
  \node (d) at (3,0) [circle,draw] {pCOMMA};
  \draw[->] (a) to (b);
  \draw[->] (b) to (c);
\end{tikzpicture}
\]
Separator states


a:f → a:r → a|a → wAND
Label states

Label states

Separator states

Results on the Cora dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>token</td>
<td>.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field</td>
<td>.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole instance</td>
<td>.613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Improving HMM performance

- Reduce the size of the alphabet by mapping words to a smaller set of symbols.
- Use two states for each label: first & rest.
- Use ‘separator states’, one for each possible transition between labels.
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